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State Boosts Aid
$5 Million to SJS

Disqualification
Probation Show .
Slight Increase
F.gure., ea tle nuo,ocr
of
students disqualified or placed on
probation as a result of grades
last semester were relea.sed Friday afternoon by Dr. Stanley
Benz, Dean of Students, and revealed a slight increase
Students
disqualified
totaled
334, or 4 per cent of the entire
...udent body compared to the fall
quarter last year when 200 persans. or 2.6 per cent of those e,
rolled, were disqualified
Eight hundred flinty one students, or 10.7 per cent, were placed
on probation this semester as cornpared to 610 students, or 7.9 per
cent, in the same status last fall.
More students also received
blue cards last semester as cornpared to previous terms Three
thousand people, or 42 per cent of
the enrolled students, received the
notices last semester. Last fall 35
per cent received them.
The totals of those disqualified
and those placed on probation
were higher this semester although the requirements for entering
freshman were slightly
higher last year.
Disqualification is not ;isthmus
tic according to Dean Benz. The
Personnel Committee revieWs the
entire records of each student before action is taken.
Dean Benz regards the eomparison in figures a.s an indication
that the academic tone of the
college is improving as
becomes evident that increased emphasis is being put on good scholastic performance
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SJS Boxers Defeat
C ougars, 6-3
WSC

By BOB BARKER
Sall Jose State boxers ran their
home meet record to 51 consecuI live victories as they defeated
the Washington State squad, 6-2.
Friday night to open the 1956 sea:son.
The match was tied, 3-3 before
’Captain Max Voshall ot SJS de, cisively defeated Gene Kelsey in
the 165 bout, and the Spartans
, ’ere never again headed as Jim
Tormey and heavyweight Mel
Ratkuvich came through
with
knockout vietories.

In the preliminary bouts with
Sacramenta State. the Sparan
’Junior varsity emerged on the
long end of a 3-1 count
Al Accurso got the Spartans
off to a good start in the WSC
bout by defeating Cougar Bill
Norton to take 119 pound division
honors
COUnterpunehing
Accurso knocked down Norton in
the first round and NA as on the
;, verge of decking the Spartan again
as the bout ended .
Bob Tafoya of SJS wasn’t as
successful against Bill Maloney
in the 125 pound bout, as he was
out reached and outpunchcd by
his taller opponent
The publicized bout between
Registration Figure
AI Julian and Dick Rail
StillSpartan
af Washington State lived up to
expectations as they boxed to an

Climbs to 7860; Still
Below Fall Semester ’ x ’4
Registration figure, showed an
increase of 15 Pc rson.s over the
previous figure of 7860, for a totat of 7875 as of 5 p. m. Thursday, according to Mrs. Barbara
Wilcox of the registrars office.
This total still remains below
the recorded figure of 8345 for
last semester. At last count there
were 285 limited students attendtug an Jose State.
The fall semester showed a total
of 521 students returning. This
semester there are 316 students
returning, some of which did not
attend in the fall semester but
had previously attended for a semuster.

liali:aitv between
Welyin
Stroud of San Jose and Cougar
pound
nod.
Fred Todd for the 156
;ended in a draw as Todd suffered
a cut eye in the early seconds of
the first round.
Max Voshall, NCAA 165 pound
I winner of last year, showed to the
12000 fans what a real champion
he is in the following bout. He
was clearly in command of cornpletely out-boxed Gene Kelsey
near the end of the third round.
I Voshall eased off at that point.
!sparring for the remainder of the
Jim TormeY rallied in the last
round of his bout with Jack
Earisest to knock him out with a
(Continued on Page 3i

Room Changes Mar
Semester Opening
Can’t find your room? Check this list. Maybe
7:30
Bowers
Ed149
McRae
Psych
150
Bergna
Pol
100B
II:30
,
Kellcy
Chem
30A
Jour
192
Davies
9:30
Chem
118
SchMoldt
Rendahl
Soc
100
Engr
Engr
Physics

10:311
Hist
Sec
Bus
Chem
Soc
Psy
Engl
PE

PB
Econ
Engr
11:30
Phil
Econ
PE
Engl
IA
Bus

Ed
Eng1
Engl
Engl

155
104
60,1
1218
155
117.1
14)6
15011
181
28
97
143
1B

98
l.
312
I34A
102
28
48
2AB

lies within.
now
17
1204
1160

S216
JI05

112
SD126

Engwicht
Gunderson
Einarsaon

112
1.1119
TB-B25
E105
Add
Drop Engr E119
S216
E105

Graham
Rendahl
Kelley
Morris
Tighe
Dement
Cox
Bronzan
McPherson
Broyles
Parkman

Au(i
1119
.1105
1119
(Bus 117B) 121
J8
39
39
.13
107
127
SD116
1313
892
17
E118
1392
17
892
1392
Ella

TTII
MW
MWE
TT11
MWt’
MW
TT1I
TTII
MTWTII

Ebersole
%Vedas
.1. Gilbert
Gustafson
Poytress
Norman
Aberle
Rogers
Chandler
Shephard
MacDonald

Aud
24
2.5
1392
Reinstated
Add
25
53
7
113
J101

MW

Jacobs

Till

Bowers
Mouthy

1144
Add

Till
TTII
TTII

MWE
MWE
IMF
%EWE
TTII
MW
ITT’

23

157
102
4

the reason
was
157
Pay 55
Aud

MWE

Till

S2I6
J101

1192
25
24
Aud
24
1125
53

Ed
El
bp
1:311
Engr
Engl
IA

70
149
99
112.1
1 fl
11.1
391
Inn

TTII

Till
!OW
MWE

Till

383

F
MW

1 iii

TTI1

111
313
3
117
15111
137

Till

25

E119

172
213
201

DR

165

1111
3:311
Pay

SS
OT
Engr
Engr
2730
Eng!
Engl
f’ren

A 1p I
113
Add
Broyles
117
1201
Spitz
1144
5216
Bradley
MI58
1.211
Staff
1144
51)126
Murray was 111WF Spl 187 SD126

MWF
1111
ME

Alden
Milford
Gregory

121
Add
Seminar

127

MWF
MWF

Kerr
Rigter

513116
7

180

7711

Edmison

Psy

TT11
MWE
MWF
MWF

SI

1192

Add
)13
.13
33
B72
7205
E119

r2n5
112
1192
1205
33
E119
E127

203

Robin Wurzburg Crowned Sweetheart
Of Sigma Chi at Friday Night’s Ball

Vets Must Sign

Movie Rate Cards
Go on Sale Today,

Campus Magazine
Sale Nears 4000

Rushing Continues
Elections Will Head For Fraternities
Student Court Meet

Radio Drama Tryouts
Start This Afternoon

Alpha Phi Omega Book
Sales Establish Record

Grads’ Deadline

7
113
MI3
F2I
SD114

121

R eve ries
For ’On The Nose’
Underway Today

Course Deadlines

113

Milford

Loren
Guth
Stevenson
Hornig
Cutting
Engivicht
Wallon

- Carter To Report
ryou t s On SophDoliContest

Paris Government Places Weekend Ban
On Public Meetings To Prevent Riots

12:34
Foreairy
Ed
PE
Engl
Ecoo
Chem

SACRAMENTO. -tIJP1- The new gate budget released today
proposes to spend $5,443,691 at San Jose State College in the next fiscal
year, an increase of $808.114 or 17.5 per cent.
The State Department of Finance estimated enrollment at San
Jose State will jump by 900 students in the fiscal year starting July 1,
,
students.
N.. 76
1956. , to a total of 9200
The Department asked the legisSAN JOSE, CALIF , MONDAY. FEBRUARY 1 3 1956
lature to authorize 100 new posttions at the college. including 59
add t lona] teachers.
The 10 Mate colleges v. iii be
nursling at the seam, in the next
tiscal year.
Jun Cat ter. chairman of the
The Finance Department estiSoph Doll contest will report on mates state college enrollment will
Its progress today at the sophojump by almost 7.500 students, and
more class’s regular 130 p m
has asked the legislature to apmeeting in Room 117
pros.e an expenditure of $32.757,The judging is scheduled for . 291 to operate the lo colleges in
Tryouts for the 1956 production February 22. and one San Jobe the new fiscal year. an increase
organization’s
sophomore of $5.621.097 or 207 per cent
of Revelries will begin today at ’ State
3:30 p
in Morris Dailey Audi- I girl candidate who is not on proFinance estimated enroll
torium, according to Jim Dunn. I bationary standing. not pinned.
meat will reach an all-time peak
student producer The schedule ’ engaged or married and is tops in of 48,720 students in the fall of
for today includes auditions for looks. poise, and porsssi’Sy win
1956. It predicts -heavy enroll
singing and speaking parts.
be chosen this
meat increases" at Cal Pol.,
’
Tryouts for dancing will be held SENIORS DISCI-ss 1.Litt IsES
San Diego and San .12e.a. and at
A meeting of the Senior Oa:,
new colle,:es in Sacramento. Los
tomorrow in the auditorium at
IN scheduled far 330 p ns today
Angeles and long Beach.
3:30 p.
The theme for this year’s Revel- in SD126. Main topic of dISCUttThe Department said tentatise
the
1956-57
enrollments will "slightl
ries is "On the Nose", and was Slott will be 021
improvement
classroom facilities at San
of
exercises.
accordexceed"
written by Dunn and Jim nous- ,
graduation
I
ton. Fourteen original songs, in- ink: to class president. Don Abin- Diego, Chico, Sacramento, San
Francisco and San Jose.
cluding music and lyrics, were ante.
The new budget proposes to
written for the production by Jim
Decorations for the senior ball
Ka.son, producer of last year’s is also on the agenda of the meet- spend $3.894,446 at San Francisco
musical, "Live a Little." Choreo- . ing along with discussion of the State College in the fiscal year.
graphy for the dance routines is senior booklet that La to be (Its- an increase of $429,390 or 12 4
per cent
under the direction of Roberta ! tributed at graduation.
The Department estimated enBoone. The stage setting is being ;
The booklet was distributed for
handled by Julie Boyer.
! the first time by last semester’s rollment at San Francisco State
will
increase by 220 students to
11-PICEC RAND TO PLAV
graduating seniors
It contains
a total of 5.850.
An eight-pleee orchestra Will
It, ssas of
!!ƒ,ƒ.1,
The budget proposes to spend
accompany the singers and
.11 7s
’1 I1 I I 11S
$3.456,996 at Fresno State In
’ dancers for the slims, but as
,,lo
Junthe fiscal year. an increase of
Yet. the orchestra has not been
ior Prom is the main topic of
$425,372.
revealed. In the past. the grouP discussion scheduled for today’s
The estimated enrollment at the
has had only piano accompaniJunior Class meeting. according
two campuses of FSC will increase
ment.
to Joe Clark, president of the by
400 to a total of 4,500 in the
Plot for On the Nose" deals
class
fiscal year starting July 1. 1956.
with a toymaker, who is actually
The band that is chosen to play
’
The budget proposes to spend
a bookie. The one concern of at the Prom alao will be announc- $2203.025 at Sacramento
State in
his life, it. his lovely daughter,
ed at the meeting.
the fiscal year. an increase of
whom he Is putting through ’
Any Jlinior (.12w, ’,Indent wish- a407,147 or 227 per cent.
School. When two strangers ening to run for a class office for
The Department’s estimated tnter the scene. complicaUons lie- , next semester !nay pick up his rollownt at SSC would jump to a
gin to arise.
I petition at the meeting, vThich is total of 3.200.
Fourteen speaking parts
be I held in Room 24 at 3:30 p. m
The budget proposed to spend
available, along with 12 roles for I
ROBIN WCRZBURG. Alpha Phi. was chosen tin eellwart of Sigma
FRESHMEN TO ELECT
31.437.000 at Humboldt State Colthe
chorus,
according
to
Dunn.
The Freshman Class will meet lege in the next fiscal year, an
Chi Friday night. She was selected from 20 candidates representSpeaking parts and chorus rules I this afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in increase of $241,156 or 202 per
, ing the campus sororities. Miss Wurzburg will be the official Sigma
are
open
to
any
member
of
the
I the Morris Dailey Auditorium to cent.
’ Chi hostess for the year.
student body regardless of major. elect new officers in place of vaThe department estimated
age, or race.
We hope to have cated positions, according to Gene
Humboldt State’s enrollment
,
a good turnout for the tryouts 13111, former class vice president
NOUld increase in fiscal 19Mi 57
!
both today and tomorrow,’’ Dunn
by: IRO students to a total of
Ernie Castro, former president.
’ stated.
SOO. The department asked the
dropped out of school to Join the
legislature to add 37 new post
"On the Nose" marks the 26th Alt Force, and HUI Is now going
lions to the college staff, inyear of production for Revelries, to San Jose .1 C. At the present
cluding 19 teachers.
which first began in 1930 under time there ass:, no official class
tosas
crowned
Sandy
SaiSofrond
Jane
HamilThe bottgoi proposes to spend
Robin - Wurtburg
the name of "Spartan Gaieties" ’ officers.
I
The class will also set a date 31.770.663 at Chico State in the
19513 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi ton, Delta Gamma’s, were runner The present narne for the musical
ups to the Sweetheart and were was originated in 1934.
for the proposed Frosh-Soph mix- hoesl year. an increase of $309..
Friday night at the fraternity’s
honored as attendants
PURPOSE TOLD
er and will elect two representa- 818 or 21.2 per cent over the curfourth annual Sweetheart Ball.
rent outlay
The purpose of Revelrfea is
Tlw Peninsula Country Club in
tives to the Student Council
The department estimated en
Nancy Main, 1955 Sweetheart, San Mateo, where the dance was
to present to the students and
rollment at Chico State will in
The held. was decorated with 1000
crowned. the new queen.
public a musical that has been
cream.
by 350 students in the 1956Sigma Chi’s presented her with pink camelias and 1000 white
ritten. directed, produced. and
57 fiscal year and proposed to add
the perpetual Sweetheart trophy ihearts suspended from the ceiling
staged hy the students themenratis
laded to sign
42 new positions to the college,
iehich will be kept at the Alpha
Farb girl attendin the dance ’ selves. In the past, the show
their attendance forms for Janincluding 28 teachers
Phi sorority house. of which kliss
has
ranged
from
slapstick
compersonalized
Room
122
was presented with a
uarƒ should some to
The budget proposes to spend
Wurzburg is a member
edy to musical extravaganzas
’Sigma Chi party mug and valetsand *thin this form iturnedlatelS$4.045,684 at California State PolyShe was serenaded with the tine gift cards.
including
costumes.
lights,
technic College in the fiscal year.
1, traditional "Sweetheart of Sigma
dancing and singing.
an increase of $7321100 or 22 1
I Chi"
. song.
The couples danced to the music
t
tl
ti
c
per cent
of Bob Russell and his band.
Board
will
held
and Revelries
be
The enrollment at the to
Ilonored guests were Miss Main Feb 21 in Morris Dailey Aus
campuses of Cal Poly will inand Ray Blair, director of the torium at 3:30 p m , accos’
crease by 1,085 students in the
Fraternity’s
Western
Province.
to Barney McCarthy, busts,
fiscal year to a total of 4,979
Chaperones were C:gitalis alnd manager.
students.
Mrs. William Barring and Dr.
Production dates have been set
The budget noted that tor the
in the ontir quad and in
and Mrs. Charles Suffield
for
May
17.
18,
19,
and
again
the
first
time in many sears. women
. ,
for the
win ter ed - IJerry Scott was general chairthe Student Business Affairs oflion of Lyke at booths through- man for the dance. On his corn- following week-end. May 25. 26. ; fice. Gary Waller. chairman, an- students will be enrolled at the
out the campus fell slightly short mittee were Dick Stuart, decora- "On the Nose" will be presented ! nounced the cards cost SI and San Luis Obispo campus in the
of 4000, Jack Diggin, promotion tions; Ed Adams, pre-party; Jim in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
will be on sale through Friday. 1956-57 fiscal year. About 300
Freshman women students arc ex’ manager of the magazine. an- !Comet, favors; Wally Ends, inFeb 17.
pected to enroll in 1956-57.
nounced today.
The California. United Artists
vitations and Jack Tyler, flowers
The budget propcaws to spend
Reports of roving salesmen
and Studio theaters honor the $3,826.711 at San Diego State Col
have yet to come in
rate cards and they can be used lego
in the next fiscal year, an
I
Copies of the college feature
until June 10 The rate cards en- increase of $666,6111 or 21.1
per
magazine will be available in the
title the bearer to pay junior
Student Affairs office throughout
Fran r
prices for admission.
("it
The Department estimated en
the week at the regular price ot
:his week with rush finb.tions at
Waller pointed out that Illany rollment at San Diego State will
, 25 cents.
the various
fraternities
Last other theaters in town also honor jump by 790 atudenta in the fi .
I
An increased number of tyke
The Student Court n i tioSI its %seek’s (wen houses were attended the card for student-rate prates cal year to a total of 6,250.
was printed for the mid-winter Inttial session in the. Student by over 200 rushees on Wednes- Any persona interested in workThe budget proposes lo spend
I edition, as the magazine was sold
I Union tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 day and Thursday nights
ing in the outer quad booth are
12454.175 at long Reach State
, out by mid morning last senses- and win cencern itself with stuRushing terminates on Feb. 16 ora,a
sossas
College.
’ ter, according to Diggin. William dent elections, according to Bob when rushees submit their fratcrE. Mendel served as editor of the Becker, student court chief jus- , nity preferences to the Perste.
UP ROUNDUP
’ current. edition
,
tel Office.
;
The third edition of Lyke will
urges
students
who
wish
Formal
bids
will
be
picked
llecker
ue
. appear before the start of Easter tis run for office to submit peti- on Friday. Feb 17 at the Studer.
vacation Betty Lou Peterson will tions onmediately, for all arenica- . Union
serve as editor. The staff for the , twins must be filed in the Student
Easter edition wit be larger and , Union by tomorrow afternoon
, more versatile than in the past
Not too many people have filed
PARIS (Uri-The governCOURT ORDER
I according to Dr William f:. Gould, I their petitions,. says Becker. and
ment clamped a weekend ban on
TUSCALOOSA. ALA -(U1’)-Iadviser.
there are openings for students
public meetings here in an effort A spokesman for Ow University
in each class.
1 he registrar’s office has an- , to prevent Communist-Rightist of Alabama indicated Froiay. it
jialios
and
!....phoninre
The
nounced the last day to add
.lashes that might explode int., would take a new Federal Court
classes ca h have vacancies in
elas.ses is Feb 19. This is also
the
orst riots France has seen order to get Miss Authcrine Lucy
the offices of president, vicethe last daa of registration.
readmitted to classes
in more than 20 years.
, president, secretary and treie;iirer
larch 9 has been set as the
Jeff Sennett, assistant in Dr.
The ban applied specifically to
The senior class has openings
igslii
bc.c_
drop
touts
last (las to
O.
1 armichael. the president.
a protest meeting of war veterans
I the offices of vice-pre
Irsoub, for
Jounily
Said the school had no plans, to
ye and retary and treasurer
seheduleri by rightwing extremist
the Fool Killer" the first radio
Pr,..iiiirrirteerp.oriurimoadicb’strlalffinno-A party ant
readmit the Negri girl until a
Qualificationa for each of these
Federal ( mut in Birmingham
drama of the spring semester svill offices inelude the following PMrules on a nen hearing set for
by the comminuste and other leftbe held today, at 3:30 p m in the .itirmer must be a dei.icr...,A
:- ta
Feb. 25.
Speeeh and Drama Building, Room ’ her of the class he ’
121.
Ile said the Uno errata. Trustees
him; he must have is.
tarred the girl from classes MonThere at+ parts in the drama must have a 2 0 overall grade point sold at the Alpha Phi Omega book
3111SbILL
PLANT
day "So we could put out. house
pot ,
for 10 men and One xvoinan Re- , average and a 2 0 grade
W ASH INGTON---t UP
Thy in order.’
acmes- exchange.
according
to
Russ
l’average
for
the
previous
hearsals will be held Monday
Air Force User the weekend auPfeifer, co-chairman of the exthrough Thursday from 3:30 to ter
thorized Glenn I. Martin Co of
I I It
REDs II\
change,
6 p its
far exceeds previous re- Ilaltimere to build a multi-million
.
cords
dollar guidVƒ1 Trrisaile research FtSIdiaxy Onhec.1: C011% telvd of eonStinients are invited to attend
Student, wishing to :all books faellits mar Denver, Colo.
..pirtng to overthrow the United
the tryouts according to Frank
are invited to do to They will
caroPdslcs for lune and sumT MeCann. director of radio
reselie 2 3 of the price of
DOWSER IR ASH
hut tour "her diyfeiidaiit
a
Student, in Drama 92-192 arc eamer Se!-,S,’"n Sraduation has.
RAND CITY, S
three-month South Act trial were
been &alit-4 to file applications book minus a ten cent handling
pected to be present
511th the gegbitrags Office not charge for APhiO Persons buy- , Pt F jet bomber crashed near the acquitted-the largest mass acThe show will be broadcast over
later than NIareh 1, it was au- ing books pay the 2 3 price The ’ Ellsworth Air Force Base near quittal since the government startKEEN at 9:05 p. ns Thursday.
sale will continue until Friday here Friday, killing the six crew- ed its series of conspiracy trials
nogneed today.
Feb. 16
in the Student Union.
men aboard
iii 1950.

in

,

?

Monday, February 13, 1956

DAILY

The main SJS library and reference annex house more than 150,000 volumes, nearly 1000 magazines, many pamphlets, phonograph
records, tape recordings, musical
1100(011. in Plants, maps and charts.

Land of Enchantment
Litterbugs Ride Again
Spring weather usually goes
Heaven or SJS Coed
EDITORIAL

f:

I SPARTAN

everyone a feelaig of a certain
amount of extra freedom, and justly so, but dim, tieedom has its
’limitations, especially in the case of the ever pir-,ent litterbugs
who seem to think that spreading papers around campus is the
best way to expound that extra surge of freedom
One obviously can see that these litterbugs ore detrimentaLta
the appecuanc of
campus. Receptacles for trash hove been
vorioos places on campus for the students’ convenience,
not for mere
The condition of our campus naturally reflects not only the
school and its immediate surroundings, but the entire city of San
Jose. When visitors frequent the campus, papers and other debris
carelessly thrown around create a sore spot, and at the some
reputation for the school’s quality.
It doesn’t seem that the responsibility for the condition of the
campus and plans for improvement should be under the jurisdiction of a specific committee. Since we are college students, we
of responsibility and pride
o
for keeping the campus in good condition.
Pick up those papers and don’t let debris on campus acconulook
late. Use the receptacles to proper advantage, and
forward to an improved campus condition, which reflects the qual.of

placed at

our
decoration.

time

give a bad
THE PRETTY UNHARRASSED

creature pictured

Arise is an example that college edui atioli majors can sursise the rigors
Surrounded by her

of

their course.

adoring. innocent tharges. the
serene teacher hooka as if she’s
thinking that
after all.

it

was

north

it

Teachers of Our Children
Mere Guinea Pigs Today
By JAN HAWK set. Y

hammer and knee

"Unnh."

be minor, if

’My goodness, it isn’t there.’
"Unnhh"
Now where could it

be here somewhere
worry, well find it.-

Don’t

"Yoww!"

will

But health tests aren’t the only
blockades There also is that great

grade from Dr.

is,

"who
ycnic best

Smith, but then

"There it is Now this will just you never did speak to him in
take a minute," the doctor says, as . person
"How about Mrs. Wilhe proceeds to inject a full large- liamson?" You got a B from her,
sied hypo of tuberculin
but oh’remember all those class

serum

Into your smallest hidden vein. It
won’t be

his

fault if you

don’t

all. Next you
must proceed to the hearing
office to see if You can hear. A
pair

of

ill-adjusted

earphorsea
your head in

are damped user
manner ss hit h defies all nerve
responses to seund. Jight. or
touch.
A piece of paper with various

and

sundry marks is set duwn in
front of you, and you are given
equally
clear
directions.
The
sounds start

une is

"The first

coming.

soft,"

she

says,

as

you

jump out of the chair, startled by
some shouted numbers.
What next? Oh, only a few min-

an

br details. such as

meeting’s you never quite made?

The future seems dark. You take
out the

come down with tuberculosis!
BIBB that isn’t

eye test and

a general physical checkup. And
thus your preparation for teacher-training appraval continues.

teacbing approval manual and scan the questions on the
recommendation

sheets.

The fu-

ture fades completely.
Nevertheless,
after
many
months of thought and planning. purposeful goad behavior,
and special courtesy outside of
class. the recommendations are
handed out. and You sit back
and Nail through seseral necks
of suspense. During this time
anything can happen from a
special interview by the eduealion department as the result
of a definite nu, to the lack of
one rev and a state Of great
confuston because of an absent-minded .professor.

Suddenly you

or

Thrust

Meetings

noticeable at all!

life. The big question
to ask?" You received

we can

-Oen

dark ghostthe man whose yes
or no can change your whole

be?"

must

"It

routine

should have acquired certain amount

receive a --ear-

from the Credentials Office notifying you of

a lack of one or
more required courses. With your

in the Student
meet7 tonight
o’clock. Dr.guest
Francis
W.
Union
at
speaker
Russell election
will be the
of officers will foland
low the
the talk.

Show Slate

Half way through the next
semester and your second try at
the

class,

error and

the

Office admits its
you.drop out amidst
apologie.

impractical and useless
Finally all is well, the three
semesters spent
speech
resulted
In the

clink. have
required

WNW Days
75c sil 4 SI
Aft., 4 II 75

SAY-SUN
G.. Adm.
SI 2S

AMERICA’S OWN MUSICAL
THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR

CINEMASCOPE’ara

COLOR’

redly, with the

in

Room

107

at

7

UNITED

ARTISTS

’ THE BENNY GOODMAN
STORY ’
LIE .f

UM( MAN ON

CAMPUS

Wednesday, Feb.
15 at 7:15 p m. and from there will
proceed to
Brown
for

today at

4.30 p m. in the Newman Hall,
Tri Sigma ss4ll meet in
Wednesday. Feb.
Faculty

Pardon

Muter

Crouch

the

direction

and

everyone’s

Jim

of

Jody

Rhodes.

With

support,

on the basis of
rather than common sense,
problems

in community
setivities,participate
and maintain changing
’ values
by Dick Bibler

there’s

just

Coffee, Milk

minimum, according to Bill McCullom, IFC
has scheduled

next

will

dance
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capitol of the west,
the Lighthouse All-stars hate
just released the seventh of their
Lighthouse series, this one is tagged
Beach jazz

"Lighthouse
Be.
All-stars,at Laguna."
sides
the
this
one
features the !lamp and
IlaytRed
es Trio with
Hama
on
piano
Mitchell
and Shelley Manne handling bass
and drums. This trio really tops
1t !t already great album. There
Is se much drive In there that it

Is hard to comprehend.
I plan from time to.time to in-

clude a few biographical sketches
of top jazz men and interesting
newcomers and also

on
some of the outfits background
which are popular
aroundonthethecountry
and more
specifically
West Coast
and
in the Ras Area.
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place an
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on your
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Correct
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rent your
fonnal attire
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Kennedy Business Machines
%MERVIN, WH1 DIDN’T NSTHINK TO BRING A HAMMOCK PI

was a werewolf.
After a while Ernest got sick of staying home
him to
which he did with an ancient Transylvanian incantation. Then, together, the two of them would
lope out each night and meet a lot of other werewolves and
maybe kill a few chickens or hear some book reports or just
lay
around and shoot the breeze.
Meanwhile, Ernest and Crunch’s landlady, a miser named
Mrs. Augenblick, noticed that Ernest and Crunch never used
their room at night, so she, in her greed, started renting it to
transients. One night a Mr. Ffolliett stayed there. In the morning while brushing
bottle that looked like
hair tonic out of the cabinet, poured some, and rubbed it
vigorously into his scalp. Unfortunately, it was not hair tonic,
but a bottle of glue which Ernest had bought to mend a model
airplane that Crunch had given her for their paper wedding
anniversary.
As a result of Mr. Ffolliett’s grisly error, he was unable
to remove his hat and was, therefore, barred from his usual
occupation which was lecturing to women’s clubs. He sued Mrs.
Augenbliek, who sued Ernest, who went to her father, who sued
the Middle Atlantic Bus and Dray Co. who had started the whole
horrid chain of events.

"Ladies and gentlemen," said the defense attorney in his
Opening address, "this case, though very ramified, is covered
by law. Indeed, every facet of life
covered by law. Law
governs the homes you live in, the ears you drive, the food you
eat. Even the cigarette you smoke is strictly regulated. The
gentleness, however, is Philip Morris’s own idea. Out of their
vast experience as tobacco people, out of their profound regard
for
of your palate, the makers of Philip Morris
have evolved a gentle, new,cigarette, with a taste as mild as a
May morn, as subtle as gossamer, as welcome as money from
home. I thank you."
Whereupon
the tobacco counter to buy
bright red, white and gold packs of Philip, Morris and were all
rendered so amiable after a few gentle puffs that the whole
complicated case was dropped. This later became known as the
Delaware Water Gap.
cu.. shoo.. 11154

is

everybody rushed to

"SPECIAL"

HFID OVER.

Ernest soon learned that Crunch’s large bushy tail was not
as anomalous as she had supposed: Crunch
at night while
her husband went prowling about, au she asked
change
her into a werewolf too,

the astuteness

RATES

YOUR CHOICE
PORTABLE STANDARD
$12.00
3 MONTHS

’STRANGE. LADY IN TOWN
Yomlr.g, Watch for Tins...cop* SS’
ƒnosisms

Here she met a bus-boy named Crunch Sigafoom. Although
Crunch was not especially attractive he had, for one thing, a
large bushy tail he was always clean and neat and kept his
shoes shined, and after a decent interval, he and Ernest were
marriecL

his hair, he took a

need not

MAYFAIR

"COURT MARTIAL OF
BILLY MITCHELL"
- Barbara Sionw.rk
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By CLARK BIGC.S
Reports from Southern Califor.
nia and the record counters

at

,,ri

lubrication

the beachBrucebestconsiders
es as the
part of the
oceanvacawation.
She
remarked,
"The
ter is warm. It felt uncomfortable
used to
at first,
when I became
it waabut wonderful.
We
always
had
protecswum
at beaches
tive barrier
reefsthatto keep out
the
sharks
andusbarracudas.
reefs kept
occupiedbeach.
mostAlso,We
of the
intime
we were
at thoroughly,
the
vestigated
them
using
skin diving equipment."

With

You

Tune-up and Brake Service
Complete

Miss
it for rum, mainly, and, oddly, for
baby pacifiers. Babies, children,
and adults in the back areas are
always sucking on the cape. It’s
easy to tell throe who do it a lot
because they have so upper Iron’ It,
teeth. The sugar ruins them," she
stated.
Miss Bruce felt that the lithos
standards of most Puri to Ricans
aren’t as high as in the United
Slates. She added that things cost
as much, if not more, while sages are much lower than here.
"For example," she remarked,
"my job as cashier in the army toy
store paid 40 cents -an hour. That
was good pay for unskilled help."
She went on to say that "surpris.

groups in
ing

Claus?

is his

the steps to noted

future

rather surprised to find
out that Puerto Rico is considered strategic by the U.s. It
can be used fur protection of both
the Panama Canal zone and the
Southern States,: she said. She
felt that that is the reason there
are eight military installations
Oil the small island.

for

We Park It For

30 p m.

Professor

You walk down
,he administration

use

Fair and Cooler

Parry

with others.

GUYS AND
DOLLS "

industry of the people very interesting.
Sugar
cane is the chief agricultural
product of Puerto Rico. "They

Late

percent tag.

"I Was

started

Intellectuals Have
approval is obtained.
You spend your hour trying to , Social Drawbacks
explain to an inters iewer why
you %ant to tearh. and, feel- IMIDDLEBURY, Vt.
ing completely unsuccessful. you
Middlebury college professor
cites
leave the off
of intellectuWu
characteristics
having received your approval.
als that make them unpopular
You’re on your miss to that I
great
of teaching!
appalled

semester.
"The island Is lovely. It is
quite tropical on the north side,
but on the Catibbean side it
looks very much like California,"
she remarked.
She found the culture and

p.m.

off, and your

iCP.

and to big cars a 45
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around
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The
California indicate that the grand meeting for Feb. 22 at theitsSigma
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old
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Gene
Occupational Therapy Club
main
orders
Seventh
8
Son
Antonio
Pi
house.
One
of
the
Krupa,
Buddy
more
per’Thanks’ from Mohany sonally. ShelleyRich
andhave prcbe the IFC forManne,
OPEN 11:00- 1:00 DAILY
trainees with hospital
paffiliations
m. Clinical will
mal
to be held Feb. 25.
blem.
A
fair-haired
boy,
who
clinical
discuss
Dear Thrust and Parry:
to the West Coast jazz scene from
training.
the rhythm section of Dizzy fillies.
recently
I
had
the
honor
Just
Spartan Chi will meet on Friday,
pie’s big band, is being heralded
in
room
25
for
selected
Feb. 17 at 8.00
and privilege of being
and as the greatest drummer to be disfreshman
reception.
All
Chitheir
elected as Co-chairman of Co-Rec. covered since Shelley
nese students are invited.
I wish to thank those people who pounding the skins for a fellow
named
Stan Kenton.
Cheek,"
eta.)’
tBoy
oofwart
eroB
--1.-ro
htnA(I
Sparvets will hold their
business
made
this possible.
Who Is he! Stan Levey
Wednesday, I hope
meeting
at
12
name. I first heard him when he
with
the
able
assistance
15 in Room 129. All Veterans of my fellow officeholder, Marilyn recorded "Jazz a Is Lighthouse"
Feb.
are invited
to attend.
with Howard Runisey’s Light.
FAMOUS LAW CASES: NO.1GRANSMIRE
Hui 0. Kamaaina will meet to- Fields, and the people on the Co- house All-Stars. Everything was
night
vs. MIDDLE ATLANTIC BUS AND DRAY CO.
committee,
to
organize
and
kec
normal until Stan broke
plans for the annual conduct a recreatibnal program rather
loose on Shorty Roger’s tune,
Gransmire, the plaintiff in this celebrated case, lived with his
Luau. DeltkPi will meet in the that will be just as appealing in "Viva Zapata!" I ’then realized
named Whirlaway on Elm Street
daughter
Ernest and
Kappa
that
no
longer
interest and enthusiasm as
Student
in Coach, Delaware. The Middle Atlantic Bus and Dray Co.
king.
started operating a bus line on Elm Street. The passing buses
Stan has
a 12 inch
the home of Dr.
caused a cut-glass chandelier in the Cransmires’ living room
LP
Records
called
Social.
a Fireside
"This Time the Dram’s on Me." to begin tinkling. The chandelier tinkled in the key of E-flat.
Newman
Club will meet
album just was released
This so unnerved the canary, Whirlaway, whose key was CCo-Bee
be tops for The
week and is available now
will
sharp, that the poor bird moulted out of season, caught a chill,
the Men’s
be in the very near future. In case
died untimely.
Club
you don’t think you like an album andErnest,
Gransmire’s daughter, was herself no unsettled by
by
a
drummer
take
a
listen.
Stan
the death of the canary that she flunked her final exams at the
"EASY ED" 0. MAHANY
of the semester
is
backed
by
Conte
Condoli,
trumBoar’s Head Beauty and Barber College, where she had been a
"30" Club _will meet Tuesday.
pet;
Dexter
Cordon, tenor sax;
--kSB 10780
736;p.m. at 831 N. 2nd
promising student, majoring in bangs. Now removed, willyFeb.
Frank
Rosolino,
trombone;
Leroy
St. Refreshments will be served.
nilly, from the skilled labor market, Ernest found work carryVinnegar,
Lott
Levy,
piSki Club will meet Tuesday at
ing a sandwich sign for the old Vienna Chow Mein parlor.
ano.Speaking of the Lighthouse,
and final plans for Spartan Daily
Jan concert hall of some rea18-18.
trip to Pinecrest Chalet, Feb.
nown vƒhieh makes Hermosa
p m. in the Student Y tonight. All

avail.

(iv,.

ingly, Puerto Rico is a land of new
cars." Added to the cost of a lowpriced ear is a 25 percent lair,

Puerta

and

Collegiate Christian Fellowship
will

eye chart is sure to be In
7.30 p. m. in S112 at 7:30 There
fog. especially conheart in your throat, which makes
will be a movie
sidering you’ve been reading for
it difficult to speak rationally,
five tests you are having that you spend many hours and sevsame week. And it’s almost cerI era’ days trying to prove the
Millet will hold a meeting with
tain that your reaction to the
course has been takento
no
refreshments and dancing at 8:00
’The

a complete

Rico. "The Ikland of Enchantntent," was theBlues.
vacation
spot
fur
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From

This Corner
By PETER MECKEL
(ss.s. !Siam.)

Bronco Rooters 1,000,000, Spartan Rooters 0
One of the mo

Barrera Tops List
Cagers Whip
Of Grid Transfers
FSC 85-66 ; ,
Meet Dons

etball
San Jose s;
iteam will try to Al0i) San Fran;Inpressiv,
about ’;..
c State’s 54-52
victory over Santa Clara was the oh,elive of any noise from the Spar- cisco’s 44-game winning streak
Tuesday when the two clubs
tan side of the Civic Auditorium. San Jose State may have beaten the
clash in the Civic Auddoritun. It
Broncos on the courts but the score was Santa Clara 1,000,000, San will be the secodd meeting beJose 0 in the battle of the rooting sections.
tween the two schools htis year
The Bronco side of the gym wa.s in a continfial uproar as the Santa Usk’ scored an easy, 67-40, VicClarans gave wonderful support to their team. Bronco rooters pleaded tor) two weeks ago.
with their cheerleaders for more yells during time outs and yelled
Coach Walt McPherson’s cagers
themselves hoarse during the cotirse of the game
prepared -for --the--important-gaff*
likings were Cu bed on the San Jobe side that one loyal Spartan
with the Dons by defeating Fresno
rooter told us, "I thought every hods In the place would hear me
State, 85-66, Saturday ’night in
when I clapped after the Wotan% made a field goal."
Spartan Gym.
We believe Spartan spirit sank to a new low. There were no cheerThe win was the Spartan’s
leaders present The pep band was among the missing, San Jose’s
eighth in California Basketball.
four song girls were noticeably quiet despite cries for action from
Association play against two dethe Bronco side, and the Spartan rooters acted as though they were feats and kept them in second
attending a funeral instead of one of the most exciting basketball place in CBA standings, ahead of
games of the season.
St. Mary’s, which boasts 8-2 creJim Cottrell, chairman of the ’rally committee, points to the semes- dentials. Unbeaten USE is first
ter break as the reason his spirit group was not functioning up to par. ntth. 7 -O.
According to Cottrell, the reason the cheerleaders were not doing
San Jose’s victory over Fresno
their job was because Dan Douglas, head cheerleader, didn’t return was somewhat of a dull affair. The
to school, and his assistant leaders were ded up with compulsory ragged play forced officials Ed
Curcio and Duncan Copland 1.
fraternity activities.
blow their whistles 35 tune:.
against Fresno offenders, which
rtt
I1 ti ied
get the
ut gil I,
t the hook by saying it Was was a new CBA record, and the
his belief they should not perform without their own band. We always Spartans appeared to be overlookthought San Jose State’s sung girls were suppose to be the best in ing seventh place Bulldogs for
the nation, and it doesn’t seem right that girls of this caliber should Tuesday’s game with USF.
be bothered by which band is playing for them.
It was close for the first half
At halftime, upon urging by Bronco cheerleaders, the song girls de- until the Spartans went on a nine
cided to get off the dime and do a few routines. However, they were point scoring spree near the interat a loss when the Bronco band started up a jazzy tune. We saw song mission to take a 32-28 lead. The
girls at California and Oregon State do routines to this type of music. Spartans blew the game wide
open in the second half by douPossibly our girls are not the best in the world after all.
bling the score in 11 minutes.
We would agree with Cottrell on one point, however, that the
Led by Mary Branktrom, who
biggest offenders were the Spartan students, Because there were
dropped through 17 points in 12
no cheerleaders is no reason why there shouldn’t have been some
minutes, the Spartans rolled up a
noise from the Spartan side. While organized cheering was out.
68-45 lead until McPherson clearthe Spartan rooters could have cheered after every point for their
ed the bench with eight minutes
club, or maybe they think it is too "high sehoolish" to cheer.
191t. San Jose scored 53 points in
Cottrell reports the Santa Clara game was not the first time Spartan the second half which broke the
rooters fell down on the job. During the COP contest there was little school record of 49 set against
noise. Cottrell said, "Our yell leaders tried, to the best of their ability, Pepperdine a week ago.
to get the section to yell but didn’t get any cooperation."
John Erceg led Spartan scorers
We thought the USF game was another example of floundering with 23 points, while Branstrom
around on the part of the students. The cheerleaders finally gave up added 21. Leonard Brown was
following a few attempts in which they got only a feeble response. high for the Bulldogs with 13.
Cottrell commented, "Our cheerleaders and song girls do not receive
Art Powell led the San Jose
any school credit for their work and give up a great amount of the
Freshmen to a 71-52 victory over
free time. They are present at rallies and help high school yell leadSan Jose J C. in the preliminary
ers learn the ropes. This is wonderful public relations for the college. game. Powell, involved in reThis work is all in addition to appearing at Spartan rallies, football, cruiting charges when he transand basketball games. They don’t mind putting in the time but would ferred from San Diego J.0 ,
like cooperation from the students."
dropped 22 points through the
hoop as the Spartababes avenged
an earlielsciefeat at the hands of
From this corner it...looks as though the Spartan song girls, students, the Jaguars.
band, and cheerleaders had better be ready for their best performROB SCORES
ance when the basketball team takes on the nation’s number one
FRESNO STATE
SAN JOSE
ranked five, the University of San Francisco, in the Civic Auditorium
ta ft tp
fg ft tp
7 9 13
Tuesday night The game is slated to be televised over KNTV, channel Murphy, f 1 6 5 Irceg, f
11, and thousands of spectators will get a first hand view of San Maples, f 2 7 6 Brnsam,t 7 7 21

Isn’t Any Band Good Enough?

USF Game Gives Spartans New Chance

Jose State.
Cottrell has promised the rally committee will put forth Its
best effort of the year to make up for last week’s fiasco against
Santa Clara, and the committee chairman asks for cooperation
from the students.
The Spartan rooters had better be up to this one. It is going to look
mighty bad to Tv. fans if a school as small as USF out yells a school
with 9000 students like State. Let us hope the 9000 can make themselves heard for a change.
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Still Second

Irown, c
Olisbert, g
Findley, g
Athey, f
Ford, I .
Garshok, f
Ellis, I ..
Icknbrgr, t
Whtmn,

TwOols

lassifieds

FOR RENT

$25 Month rooms for boys. Kitchen privileges, linen, 561 So. 7th

Quiet room, private entrance,
$20 per month rovers linen,
pleasant home. 62 N. 7th. CY5- laundry and kitchen privileges at
Mason Manor. There is room for
7355. Men.
one male student now or reserve
All-year and summer male stu- for summer session. 152 So. 9th
dents Room and board, $65 month, St.
five day week, three meals a day.
Belle Manor has one vacancy for
Room and board $75 month, six girls room and board. CY5-2367
day week, three meals a day.
S. Ilth.St.
Place reservations now! CY5-1483.
Mary George Girl’s Cooperative
Furniebed Studio Apartment. interviewing applicants who are
One block from college. Two or partially or fully self supporting
three quiet men students $25 each We offer board and room. with
CY 2-2152
19 meals a week for $32.50 per
month Those interested may apRooms, men, $20 triples; $22 ply for openings at Housing Ofdoubles; $35 singles Three blocks fice. See Mrs. Pritchard for deto college. 339 St. James St.
tails.
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13 Goodwn,f
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6 ilKing, g
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24- 1-11 46-1Tofiele

0
4
1
I
2
0
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Room and board for girls. Small
group, home atmosphere. CY35829
Men’s rooms, kitchen, linen
Clean! $25 month each 633 S
5th. St.

.

:Ott; points. Stanford was
second with 504 points, while Cal
Pal, had 21
tan

We Feature Ivy League

Intramural Teams
Hold Meeting Today

’liege.

A meeting of all coaches or
captains of basketiball teams
who plan to enter the ’abr.mural hardwood program has
been seheduled for 3 30 lotto
in Room 6 of the Men’s Gym.
announced Charlie Hardy, intramural basketball director.

VAN IVY

Scoreboard
RESULTS
Basketball. Son Jose RS, ’,eine 66;
Son Jose Fresh 71, Son lose 1C 52
eosin,’ San los 6 Wastunaton State 3
Gymnaoi,s San los /0. , Stanford
S01 1, Cul Poly 71

Hardy disslosed the meeting Is for representatives of
both the inde.pendent and fraternity teams

EVENTS TODAY

Acid to his

Non.

CBA STANDINGS

An entrance fee and team
roster should be turned In at
the time of the meeting, according to Hardy.

Si. Mary
Loyola

4

4
4

605

COP

Santa Clara
Fresno Slot.

4
1

S

531

11

SIR

Peppwlne

0 10

635

San Jo.

A round robin schedule is
being planned so that each Independent team will play one
another twice, and each fraternity five will play against each
other twice.
Following the regular league
schedule, a game fur the school
intramural champlunship will
be played betneen the fraternity winner and independent
champ.

1
PF
0 496
7 Sal
7 535

7
7
6
6

491

MAKE A HIT
WITH YOUR
BEST GUY . . .

PA

Ivy League Collection at Mosher’s

349
446
4.9
610
S IS
529
663
790

moler’s for men

Results Friday
UV’ 79, Fresno SI. 46
Si Mary ’, 75. fropprdin 57
loyola 59, Santa Clara 49
nitwits ’Saturday
San Jose IS, Fresno Si 66
St. Mary’s 67, loyola SS
Santa Casra 65, Pepperdone 57

IN
The Campus Quarter
121 South Fourth Street
CY. 2-4500
OPEN THl RS. NIGHT

josieftemy
7 HEY,

SLOW DOWN! WATCH THESE LUCKY DROODLES!
WHAT’S THIS?
For solution, see
paragraph below.

26 33 435

halftime mom Seri Jose 32, Fresno 211

Tormey, Ratkovich
Score Knockouts

((’ontinued from Page 1)
hard right to the chin with 1:40
gone in the third round.
Spartan heavyweight Mel Ratkovich knocked out Cougar Ron
Routson with 56 seconds gone in
the first round. Routson had been
decked earlier
Results of the junior varsity
match:
125-pound-Rim Kanays (Si)
dec. Roger Fong139-pound-Pete Clew** (13.1)
dec. Lawrence Avila.
139-pound-Vie Rapasidal (111)
dec. Mike Cardenas.
156-pound - Bernard ’Roberts
(SS) dee. Gerald Ulrich.

It’s illustrated
titled:
Lucky smoker
in the. Droodle above,
opening fresh pack. (He’s merely doing away
with a little red tape.) Better taste is what
he’s after, and better taste is what he’ll get.
Luckies taste better, you see, because they’re
made of fine tobacco . . . light, mild tobacco
that’s TOASTED to taste better. Break out
a pack of Luckies yourself. You’ll say Lucky
Strike is the best-tasting cigaretteyou ever smoked!
QUICK WAY TO SETTER TAST1:

roAgrri2;
io
ffosie be, ter

DROODLLS, Copyright 1116.3 by Roger Price

-

Sno-Man

FOR SALE

SNACK BAR

For sale 1947 Chevrolet, four
door, radio and heater, directional
signals, reasonable See at 457
Willis Ave CY4-6379

HOT MEALS DAILY
luJIng Break tui.t

Tilicedo ilke hew, very reasonRooms-Girls, kitchen and living able Cli 3-5941, 2056 University
room pie lieges. Nice home 505 Drive
6th St
Cime-e sale on State Sachets.
Clean room, for boys with kit- 1951 models. Regular price $24,
chen privileges and linens. $25. six left at $13.95 Dink Clark’s
817 S. 6th St CY58858.
Tennis Shop, curlier of 6th and
an Carlos.
House
for
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runtishCollage
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to victory in triangular onto,
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olluge squad Poly Saturday in Spartan lit
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S.
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Prentice Porter, Fullerton: cent,
Bob Runnels. Mt. San Antonio; ens
tackle Dick Voltner. Fast I, A
Two baseballers, twill catchers,
Joined Coach Walt Williams’
nine. The) are Wane Sink from
Glendale and Dick Garde (tom
Los Angeles CC.
Top track prospects, in addition
halimiler Lang ’Stanley, are Van
Parrish. SFCC sprinter. Al Ross
486 quartermiler from Harbor JC,
sad Payne Green, Ventura high
CHARLIE IIARDY
Jumper and broad jumper.
However, the additions were tempered by the academic diseualifica
bon of basketball star Pete Rudy.
who will enter the Army, and gridders Joe Barrington and Chuck Al.
standse, who Will enter a Junior
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Nicely furnished two room
Girl-room and board with kitchen privileges Automatic wash- apartment with dressing room for
er, near campus. 360 S. 5th St. young married couple Tile bath
with shower. Patio for all ten.CY 3-8903.
nants. $55, water, garbage inHouse-board
and
cluded. Available February 18th
Continental
students
96
S.
17th
St.,
sn s 7th, CY5-5193.
room, men
CY5-7738.
WANTED
Men’s private rooms, central
Party Photographers. no expeheat, living room, $25 or $23.50 rience, car needed lisp Byers
per month. 52 S 10th St. after Photo DA5-4414, leave name and,
7:30 p m CV 2-1506.
phone.
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Hot and Cold Sandwiches
Polish Sausage
Extra Large Hat Dogs
Hamburgers
Large Variety of Salads
featured at our Cold Counter
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400 High School Pupils Expected Here
As Fourth Annual Essay Contest Begins Adds Three
Membership
Meet
For Education Conference Saturday
New Instructors
Scheduled at Noon
4
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The "Asian Student" is contucting its fourth annual essay

$ard. publicita

chairman.

area

trom
Representatoes from 39 high achools, which ccoer an
San Francisco to Watsonville, volt be present. Some 400 students are

Hager
national

The conference is sponsored by

SP Names State
As Training Site

the California Student Teacher’s
Association and assisted bY Alpha
Chi Epsilon, Delta l’hi and Kapp,
Delta Phi

J

W.

and

officer

Keleher, a

in Mountain View.
According to D. J. Ituaaell. company president. the firm is striv-

sound
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SD118,

Hutchings,

according

chairman
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er." planned by Kappa Delta Phi.
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served M the Alpha Phi Omega in
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the future of our company," Russell declared.
"IKe are happy, of course, to
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Richard

J. Hartesveldt. instructor of conservation, in Room 3 in the Science
Building
Hartesveldt

acting aa

between the Placement Office and
the employers in coordinating interviewe and other artangements.
Camp

counselor

being very valuable in the nature-scienee and teacher educa-

inter- .

presented

tee a budget request for 010’956- ’
57
fiscal year which
included
employe of the state except members of the military and statutory
and constitutional officers.
f
The raise, if approved by the
’ Legislature in the March session,
would cover 62,211 civil service
I employes, 5.078 state college em-

primarily to
students enrolled in courses for
which they wish job experience,

Announces Openings

For Secondary Teaching Candidates

Hanes-veldt said.

Boss Will Present
Yellowstone Movie
Murton A.
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of

Boss, aaaiatant prophysical science, will

how a movie on Yellowstone N
:,-.11a1 Park at Wedneaday’s me.

tog of Tau Delta Phi at 7:30 p in.
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roast
May 9Hawaiian delight
May 16Hopscotch
May 23Swim
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Party

The Rev. J. Miller
To Address Counsel
The Rev

Mr. James

Miller

the Tower.
A ranger-naturalist at Yellow-
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Husband of Home
Ec Professor Dies
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AWS Explains Planned
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Low . . . Student Rates
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MO. ONLY

MO. ONLY

Roberts Typewriter Co.
THE UNDERWOOD AGENCY
156 W. Son Fernando SI.
BETWEEN MARKET

CY2-4842
ALMADEN

AND

ARTIST’S SUPPLIES
NO

Park Conservation
Extension Offered

WAITING IN

LINi.

SUPPLIES FOR OUTDOOR SKETCHING

Conaervation in California’s parks

OUTDOOR FOLDING EASELS
SKETCHING TOOLS
SKETCHING BOXES

SKETCH PADS
DRAWING BOARDS

WATER COLOR SUPPLIES
WINSOR - NEWTON WATER COLORS
GRUMBACHER WATER COLORS
STRATHMORE STUDENT WATER COLOR
PAPER
SURGICAL TRAYS

OIL PAINTING SUPPLIES
WINSOR-NEWTON OIL COLORS
GRUMBACHER OIL COLORS

Penothe frosted
Applesauce

Chocolate

BRISTLE BRUSHES
CANVAS PANELS

CERAMIC SUPPLIES

froited

WIRE END MODELING TOOLS
SMALL BOXWOOD MODELING TOOLS
DR. SANDERS CERAMIC BOOK

Devrl’s Food

Pineapple Frosted

Faded Appetite

. We hope one of abc\,c
will please you
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ler
the

boarding
proposal
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explaining

A meeting of repreaentatives from the independent groups to discuss the plan is
; scheduled for Feb. 21

and

Mel Bowen

A.A.U.P. To Meet
Dr: Albert
C.otro and FilahTansey, will lead a disClIbS1011 of the
"McConnell Report", tomorrew at the American .
Aasociation of University Prolessors meeting
ard G.

lenson Cocoanut

Vices were held Saturday aftcrnoon at the John E DowcIle Fun-

Actual planning would
be untfer individual groups.
Letters have been sent to arnal-

ThuradaY

Doc
Witty.

Prot. Juan B

K, Stanford University, Cal

221 So. 2nd St.Next to Payless
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aint

CHATTERTON BAKERY
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TV1URS. NIGHTS)

12 S. 2nd St. CY 2-1447

a WALLPAPER COMPANY

CY 4-3717
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national jourat
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room

!organizing.

Four candidates were nommated for treasurer by members of
Chi.

graphy, history, language and literature $221 covers tuition, board and

-

Assorted Cup Cakes

De-

dependent
living groups which
AWS is attempting to innovate
this campus

Guadaloiara, Mexico, July 2-Aug_ 11,
tou,ses in art, creative folklore, geo-

According to Miss Dutton. AWS

Treasurer Candidates
Sigma Delta

propced organization of in- since Feb.3,

Low

ter.

----

San

partment. died Thursday. Feb. 9.
following two years of ill health
Cauae of death has been attribut-

ried couples. however.

in Room

Autonomies

Guadalaiara and members of Stanford University faculty will offer in

Niallett, husband of

Ouida

L’\:.
0,’ ’obof ,’! .\-‘"
sociated Women Students, headed
by President Ann Dutton. visited

culty in obtaining homes for mar-

bilingual school spanUniversidad

Free Delivery 8, Pick-up in S.J. area

will be the topic dealt with by an
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a al be on the Spartan earninterv evI
21 A -
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wed by th
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tunities for college atudents in , college. It will begin Feb. 29 at
Cahfonna arca, Mrs Dona K. Ed- pointments must be made for these
and fighters, lookouta. and state I
I the Peter Burnett Junior High
the National Perk Service.
interviews in advance
and federal park rangers Students gar announced today.
New officers of the honorary ! School in San Jose, Richard J
Campus interviews will be bChleMrs. Edgar said there were also
desirous of obtaining positiona
IHartesveldt, conaervation instruct.duled providing there are enough many elementary schools in Santa scholastic fraternity are John Ryshould contact Hartesveldt as soon
or, said.
lender, grand magistrate; Chuck
candidates applying. according to Clara county with openings.
as possible.
The 10-week. nightly, 12-ie
, Mrs. Edgar
Students who are
interested Mainard, magistrate; Dale Koby, i
I
master of records: Tina Hannah, course, will be open to any la
.aS -hooLs
hating openinga
may check with Mrs Edgar in the
master of finance: and Joe Evans, son interested, liartesveldt aa.
Fullerton, Grossmont, San Bea - placement office
master of entrance
nardino, Long Beach, Alhambra
include :

Th.
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tournament
May 2Weinie

ployes and 751

on Reed

Flacement Director

open

Jobs available for men

Roy A. Zimmerman will serve I
as assLatant professor of civil en- I
gineering.
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$21.021,696 to cover almost every
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tom fields.
are

April 25-26-27Badminton

by the Depaitment of Fin-

to the As- ,
sembly I.Vays and Means Commit-

ing is scheduled for 3 p m., Wed- ’ treasurer: Dorothy Hutchings. ma
neschsv, in Woodward’s office,
licity chairman and Jean Peterson.
B20.
social affairs chairman.

experience,

Hartesveldt said. is recognized as

Jobs

today

Los Gatos Will speak on "Waa!
exempt positions. t does prayer do?"
at the Stoth
Raises for 4,509 faculty mem- ChrLstian
Counsel’s service tocampus literary
maalazine. teROGER YF.1’
’ biers of the university and 10,721
main to be filled, according to
, morrow at 9:30 a m in the SJS
non-faculty members
were inWoodward.
faculty
ad- adviser for ISO, waa held Tucaday
Memorial
Chapel,
according to
Robert
cluded
in the budget
request.
viaer for the magazine.
the Rev. Mr Jim Martin.
night. Plans mere made for the
However, pay raises for that group
"Students new to the campus
With Wednesday the last day coming semester.
would have to be approved by the
, are especially invited to attend,"
to add coursca, Woodward urgea !
Other
newly elected
officers university’s board of regents.
Interested students to sign up.
stated Rev. Martin, executive dipresent
at the cabinet meeting
Reed staff is officially designat- were Mac Hadley, vice president.
rector of the student Y. The SCC
.
ed Journalism 103, and carries Pat Ilockberg. corresponding se.
will conduct the services for
of
credit
students
face ,
one unit
terested
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April 4Hoedown party
April I I Tango instruction
April 18Progressive games
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Several staff opei.:

be

of California, and state colleges
was proposed to the Legislature ’
mice

groups ac-

Hartesveldt Offers Staff Jobs Remain I
Summer Job Leads On Reed Magazine t
may

Semester Activities

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL

in the

faculty members of the University ,

2:45-3.20Speech ba. Dan Daw
be able to give more education to son. head of the California tale.
some of our people, but the pri- mentary School Administration.
mai?’ purpose also represents a
3:30Close of COnference.
hard-headed

The contest is open to all Asian
graduate and undergraduate stu-

publicity

"Personal

the emploae’s outlook and understanding of American society.
"We think this educational pro.’
a

to

Party Starts Co-Rec

LATE

ing to develop the liberal education of the men it sends to achool.
rather than the technical training
The company hopes to broaden

is

12:30

First prize is $100, second, $75: ,
and third, $50.

Three new instructors have be, n
added to the engineering depart- I
ment staff this semester, according to Dr. Ralph J. Smith, head
of the Engineering Department

State Asks Boost

in the
iaenpany’s accounting department
resides
has been enrolled here.

gram

ol Inter- !non publicity
chairman, announc- l
Organization, ed today

dents registered this semester.
1;atiating of Co-Roe activities
Essays must be written in EngOn the program will be aPeeehes
Anthony F. Rodrigues will be
The program for the day fel
by campus foreign students An lish and limited to under 1500 , for the spring semester was the assistant professor of mechanical
lows,
party
held
Wednesday
worda A letter, giving the Muevening in engineering.
9.15 a m.-9:45 a.m.--Regutration invitation is extended to all new
foreign students. Miss Hutchins dents name, nationality, school, the women’s gym. Marilyn Field,
Nlilo S. Lacy, who will teach
and coffee hour.
co-chairman,
described
and
major,
each
it as "Only
must accompany
10:00 a.m.-10:15 am
Flag sa- said.
only part time. will instruct a
the beginning of events to come."
lute and a song led M Jerry Me.
Members of the organization
class in descriptive geometry.
The events, which start at 7:30
Kim, of Delta Phi. An address by toured the International Busine
Zimmerman has been a conon Wednesday nights, are scheDean Fred Ilarcleroad will follow Machines Corp
during vacate’,
sulting engineer
Bay Ar,:i
duled as follows:
--General
10 15 a in.-I1 a.m.
The group saw various IBM na.
for many years
Feb. 22Fox Trot instruction
meeting to learn of forming Cali- ’ chines in operation and heard ha
ƒ
In Teachers’ Pay
Feb 29Guesaing galleries,
fornia education clubs. Some of the tures on the manufacture of IWO
March 7Volleyball tournament
existing CEC members will speak. products
a.a.a’ RA MENTO
five .
March 14Volleyball
and
i’
A
tourna11
a mall:15 a.m.Song
A cabinet inertias at the home
Stretch.
Per cent pay raise for 84,545 state
ment
of Mrs. Lois Henderson, faculty.
11:15 a m -12:05 a.m Panel on
employes and teachers and nonMarch 21Jitterbug instruction

as one, ot eight aulieaey alid universities by the Southern Pacific
for a new employe
training program.

Yeti, president

Students
will.preside over the first general
membership
meeting
today
at

expected.

Leave your shoos with
John and Andy for
Dying, awning and IrspelrIng
12 West Son An’t,,i0

entry The contest closes midnight,
March 15.

antest on the topic, "Change vs ’
Essays must be addressed to
Tradition In Asia: Is Compromise contest Editor, The Asian StudPossible?"
Dorothy
Hutchings, ent, P. 0 box 3223, San Francisco
international Students Organiza- 19, Calif

A conterence for high school students interested in the educate .
he held here Saturdaa. Feb. 18. according to Helen Wood

Ladd $111

ARCADE SHOE REPAIR
AND SHINE SHOP

When classes are through
And your girl’s close to you
Here’s a good thing to dohave a CAMEL!

Seniors Plan First
Briefing Session

WI (Ad’s

The mital meeting of the senior ,
briefing sessions will be held Feb.
16, with Dr. E. W. Clements speakmg on "Your Job and You."

Senior
briefing
arc
sessions
spent in reviewing current lob
Proepective members of the aa- . and career upportunitios as they
eociation will be welcome at the come to the placement office and
business meeting which will stun in discussing buainese
of interest
at 12:30 p. In in Room 117.
!a araduating seniors.
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